WaterField Unveils Exquisite Leather Desk Accessories Collection in Time for Holiday Gifting

WaterField announces four luxurious leather desk accessories ideal for holiday gifting. Artisan-crafted from thick, full-grain leather, the new Leather Charging Valet, Desk Pad, Mouse Pad, and Stylus Pencil Case organize and bring elegance to any dresser, nightstand or work station.

SAN FRANCISCO (PRWEB) November 20, 2018 -- WaterField Designs, a San Francisco designer and manufacturer of custom laptop sleeves, bags and device-specific cases, unveils its premium Leather Desk Accessories Collection in time for the holidays. Four new sumptuous, full-grain leather accessories — the Charging Valet, Desk Pad, Mouse Pad, and Stylus Pencil Case — keep furniture surfaces protected and organized while conveying an exquisite look for any desk, nightstand or dresser.

“Having a clean organized workspace helps me think more clearly,” said company owner Gary WaterField. “The beautiful Leather Desk Pad protects my desktop and adds an elegance that motivates me to keep my work area clean. My mouse glides smoothly on the Leather Mouse Pad, and my Stylus Case keeps small office supplies organized and accessible. At night I empty my pockets into my Charging Valet and plug in my phone, so when I wake up, everything I need is ready to go and easy to find.”

The WaterField Valet Charging Tray in luxurious, 10 oz. vegetable-tanned, brown leather serves as a go-to place for charging phones and an Apple Watch, and for keeping track of keys, glasses, coins, and other pocket contents or frequently-used items. Forged from thick leather held together with stainless steel rivets, the Charging Valet includes an opening for power cords, so phones can remain flush while charging. The interior safeguards phones and glasses from scratches and the exterior preserves wooden surfaces. Maintaining a dedicated holding spot for these essentials, keeps them easy-to-find quickly, thus maximizing efficiency when rushing out the door.

WaterField's new Leather Desk Pad, made from thick and smooth, full-grain, distressed, chocolate leather, protects expensive furniture from spills and scratches. The rich chocolate color helps lessen eye strain by reducing glare, and it lends an elegant, warm feel to any workspace. Large enough to fit a laptop or monitor and a keyboard, the Leather Desk Pad prevents items from slipping while providing a comfortable surface for hands and arms, and a level surface for typing or writing. Made from the same premium leather, the matching Leather Mouse Pad provides a frictionless surface ideal for a computer mouse.

The WaterField Stylus Pencil Case, now available in distressed, chocolate, full-grain leather, is a padded, pouch with a dedicated slot for the Apple Pencil or Surface Pen that insulates them from pens, pencils, and small cords in the main compartment. An additional interior small pocket is optimal for stowing extra tips and keeping other small items organized. A self-locking, waterproof zipper closes the compact leather case.

The elegant new WaterField Leather Desk Accessories are all hand-crafted in San Francisco from naturally-tanned, luxuriant leather and make welcome gifts to give or to get this holiday. Individually or as a set, they transform any desktop into a sophisticated workspace.

Availability and Pricing
Leather Charging Valet
Price: $59
Colors and materials: Thick, dark brown, 10 oz. vegetable-tanned, full-grain leather; stainless steel rivets
Dimensions: Bottom base: 9.5 x 7.5; Top opening: 11.25 x 9.5; height: 1.5 inches

Stylus Pencil Case
Price: $59
Colors and materials: Chocolate, distressed, full-grain premium leather. (Also available in waxed canvas or ballistic nylon: $39.)
Dimensions: 7.25 - 8.0 x 2.25 x 2.0 inches
Weight: 2.5 oz

Leather Desk Pad
Price: $79
Colors and materials: Chocolate, distressed, full-grain premium leather
Dimensions: 18.5 x 13.75 x .7 inches
Weight: 0.7 lb

Leather Mouse Pad
Price: $29
Colors and materials: Chocolate, distressed, full-grain premium leather
Dimensions: 10.375 x 9 x .7 inches
Weight: 0.2 lb

Pre-order now. Shipping begins November 27, 2018.

About WaterField Designs
WaterField Designs is an innovative San Francisco designer and manufacturer of bags and cases for tech-savvy consumers who want to stylishly and responsibly transport their technology. WaterField manufactures custom-fitted, high-quality cases and bags for a full range of laptop computers, smartphones, tablets, gaming devices, and other digital gear. All products are manufactured to exacting standards entirely in San Francisco. More information at "Our Story".
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